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Abstract

Fuel _on temperatures for laser-driven, inertial-confinement.

fusion targets are often determined by neutron time-of-flight

(TOF) techniques: The error in the temperature measurement is a

minimum at a target-to-detector distance that depends on both

target and detector characteristics. The error is dominated by

the detector response at shorter distances and by the number of

detected neutrons at larger distances. We develop equations that

relate the temperature error to the target ion temperature, the

. number of neutrons detected, target-to-detector distance, and

the detector impulse response; and present sample calculations

of the error for D-D and D-T plasmas observed by typical Nova

neutror_ TOF detectors. The detector placement is important for

minimizing temperature error for target yield below 10 l°

neutrons.
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Neutron time-of-flight (TOF) techniques are often used to
L,

determine the fuel ion temperature of a laser-driven inertial

confinement fusion (ICF) target. 1 The plasma formed in a

compressed target filled with deuterium or a deuterium-tritium

mixture emits neutrons with an energy characteristic of the

' deuterium-deuterium (D-D) or deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion

reactions. The thermal energy of the reacting ions Doppler-broadens

the' neutron energy distribution by an amount that is related to the

ion temperature. An ion temperature can be inferred from the

neutron temporal distribution recorded with a detector some

distance away from the target.

There exists a target-to-detector distance that minimizes

the error in a temperature measurement. This optimum distance

depends on both target and detector characteristics. The

detector response masks the effect of Doppler broadening if the

distance is too short; too few neutrons are detected for a good

. temperature measurement if the distance is too great. In thi.,',

paper, we develop equations that relate the error to the fuel ion

temperature, target neutron yield, target-to-detector distance,

and detector temporal response. Sample estimates for the

temperature error are presented for typical Nova detectors and

target conditions.

The broadened line shape 2 is a Gaussian with a full width

at half-maximum (FWHM) AE given by AE =c_ , where the

constant c depends on the characteristics of the fusion reaction

(c = 177 for 14-MEV D-T neutrons and c--82 for 2.45-MEV D-D
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neutrons, for AE and ion temperature e, in keV).

If neutrons are emitted instantaneously from a Doint, there

is a direct relation between the neutron energy E n and its time

of flight tr, to a detector. The time spread At of nonrelativistic

neutrons arriving at a detector is related to the spread in the

neutron energy spectrum by

The relation between ion temperature and temporal broadensng

is then

8i ={2Ent2 (At}2 , (2)
_Ctn/

The temperature error Ge,caused by an error G,,,tin

estimating At can be determined from Eq, (2); the fractional
4

temperature error _3ei/0i can be written as

- /3/
e_ _At/

Thus, the fractional error in the temperature inferred from a

TOF measurement is directly proportional to the fractional error

c,,,t/At in the Doppler-induced temporal broadening.

There is a statistical lower limit for _z,t/z_t that is

determined by the number of events forming the signal. The
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error ao in estimating the standard deviation a of a Gaussian

distribution containing N samples is given by3 ao=a/_2N In

our problem, the time distribution of the neutrons reaching a

detector is a Gaussian whose FWHM At is proportional to the

standard deviation of the distribution. The number of samples N

in our measurement is the number of neutrons contributing to

the detector signal. Thus, the statistical limit for a_/At is

given by

a/____t=1 . (4)
At _f2N

Because neutrons interacting within a detector can

deposit varying .amounts of energy and can thus produce

different amounts of signal, Eqo (4) must be modified to account

for the pulse-.height variation of the charge collected from the

detected neutrons, In a yield measurement, an estimate for the

number of neutrons N contributing to the detector signal is

given by

Nd
_,, qiN = _ , (5)

\'-t/i=1

where Nd is the number of neutrons producing a detectable

signal, qi is the charge collected from the frh neutron, and (q)is

the average charge collected per detected neutron• By

propagation of errors, we have for the error in estimating the

number of detected neutrons aN
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where aq is the standard deviation of the pulse-height

distribution for single events. For a detector in which only a

small fraction of the source neutrons are detected, Poisson

statistics hold, and _ = Nd and Nd = N. Combining Eqs. (5) and

(6) and assuming Poisson statistics, we find

_N = 1'/(q)J J _ . (7)

The statistical limit for _,',t. including the effect of pulse-

height distribution, is obtained by using Eq. (7) and the fact

that o'2_,=(o_At/_N)2J to rewrite Eq. (4)as

1

az_t Cl= (8)
At 2_N '

where c 1- 1 cq . (9)

For an ideal detector, the same amount of charge is produced, by

each detected neutron, so (3q - 0 and c1 =. 1. For the neutron

detectors used at Nova, the value of c1 is typically between 1.5

and 2.

To estimate an ion temperature for a target, the Doppler

broadening must be determined from a neutron TOF detector
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signal. A measured signal consists of a Doppler-broadened time

distribution convolved with the impulse response of the

detector (prompt response) and the burn history of the target.

(The impulse response used here represents the detector
',

response to a single neutron convotved with the transit-time

' dispersion caused by the random locations of the interaction

points in a detector of finite thickness.)

' The effect of detector response and target burn' duration

must be deconv01ved from the measured data to determine the

Doppler broadening, For the following discussion, we assume

that the shapes of the target burn history and the detector

impulse response are Gaussian. The width At of the Doppler-

broadened signal may now be written as

(At)2 = (Atm)2 -(Atpr} 2 -(Atb) 2 , (10)

• where &tm, Atpr, and Atb represent the FWHM values of the

measured data, the detector impulse response (prompt

response), and the target burn history, respectively. The error

_ is determined by the propagation of errors to be

' ' + °_ht/2_2 (o_At/2

When the first three terms are evaluated from Eq. (10) and the

statistical sampling limit of Eq. (8) is substituted for the last

I
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term, Eq. (il)can be rewritten as

2 (Atm)2Cr_tm+ (z%tpr_O_t_,+ (Atb)20_&,oC2
_°A_L= + -- . (1 2)

(At)2 .[ (Atm)2- (,_tpr)2- (Atb)2}2 2N

• The dependence of o,,,t/_t on target-to-detector distance

can be found by substituting explicit functions of distance for

_t and N. If we know the Doppler broadening ,_to and the number

of detected neutrons No for a detector at a distance do from a

target, then at a distance d

At = (d-d-0-o)Ato and N = (-_-0-I No. (13)

The value of No is calculated from No = Ns_rtd/4_, where Ns is

the number of target neutrons, _ is the solid angle subtended by

the detector at a distance do from the target, and 1ld is the

probability that a neutron entering the detector will detected.

Substituting Eqs. (10) and (13) into Eq. (12) gives

0.2t [(d_-0-)2(/_to)2+ (Atp r)2+ (Atb)21o'2_tm+(Atp r)2C_2t,+ (Atb)20"_tb 2 2dc1
= + (14)

(_ t)2 t_.d_14(Ato)4 2d2No
Idol

Equation (14) is our fundamental result. The error dependence on

other detector parameters can be found in a similar manner. For

example, dependence on detector thickness can be found by
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substituting functions of detector thickness for Atpr, Atm, N, and c i

in Eq. (12).

The fractional error in estimating the Doppler broadening of the _

temporal signal for small target-to-detector distances approaches

, o_ t = _ Atpr (5atp, , (15}

t

when Atb << Atpr and _l_n = C"tP'' Thus, for short target-to-

detector distances, the precision of a temperature measurement

is limited by the amount of Doppler broadening, (d/do)At o,

relative to the width of the system prompt response, Atpr,

For larger target-to-detector distances, the number of

neutrons interacting in a detector decreases because the

detector subtends a smaller solid angle; as d increases, the

fractional error in the temporal width measurement approaches

, the statistical limit

_t= d C1 , (16)
z_t do_/2No

At a distance between the resolution I limit and the statistical

limit, the fractional error of the temporal width, and thus the

fractional error in the temperature, becomes a minimum.

The following example shows the effect of target-to-

detector distance on ion temperature measurements at Nova.

Our standard, fast (1 ns) neutron detectors 4 consist of quenched
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plastic scintillator material in which neutron energy is

deposited and converted to light, a microchannel-plate (MCP)

photomultiplier tube (PMT) that converts the light to an electron

current and amplifies it, and a 500-MHz transient digitizer that

records the signal, Figure 1 shows the variation of the one-

' sigma temperature error limit with target-to-detector distance

d for D-D neutrons emitted from 1- and 10-keV plasmas° Bothi

optimum distance and temperature error depend strongly on the

neutron yield at the lower yields. For distances less than 1 m,

where the curves for the three yields merge, the temperature

error is limited by the detector response. The relative

temperature error oe/e i for short distances is significantly less

for a 10-kev plasma because the Doppler broadening is greater.

For longer distances (>3 m for a 108-neutron yield), the error is

statistically limited by the number of detected neutrons, and

the relative error is independent of the broadening. A

comparison of 1- and 10-keV results shows that their relative

temperature errors are identical at larger distances.
i

Figure 2 shows temperature error limits vs d for D-T

neutrons. The curves behave like those in Fig. 1 except that the

errors are greater at a given yield because of the reduced

broading and the reduced detection efficiency associated with

the 14-MEV neutrons. For both D-D and D-T neutrons, the

optimum detector distance decreases with increasing

temperature and increases with increasing yield.

The prompt responses of the Ncva detector systems are
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actually non-Gaussian, The exponential decay of the light from

a scintillator convolved with the PMT and transient digitizer

responses causes the overall system response to be slightly

asymmetric and the width of the recorded signal, Atm, to be

greater than that expected for a Gaussian respOnse. For short

, detector distances, this results in a temperature error that is

slightly less than that predicted using a Gaussian response.

The error associated with TOF temperature measurements

can be estimated with Eq. (14) and its supporting equations.

Since these equations may be applied to any TOF detector

system, they provide a means for comparing proposed TOF

systems with different detector characteristics. '_
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Figure captions,

Figure 1. Temperature ei and one-sigma error limits 0i± Oe_vs

target-to-detector distance d for various yields of D-D neutrons

from 1-keV and 10-kev plasmas. Curves are calculated for a 1.5-

cm-thick, 2-cm-diameter scintillator with a D-D neutron detection

efficiency of 24%, Atpr = 1064 ps, Atb = 100 ps, a_p,- oat,, = o,_tb =

50 pS, and c 1 =/2-. The error limits are asymmetric about e i because

they are calculated from Eq. (2) with temporal widths of At ± at, t

rather' than from the approximate Eq. (3).

Figure 2. Temperature ei and one-sigma error limits e i+_(_e_vs

target-to-detector distance d for various yields of D-T neutrons

from 1-keV and 1U-keV plasmas. A D-T neutron detection efficiency

of 14% and Atpr = 950 ps are Used. Other parameters are as listed

for Fig. 1.
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